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Abstract

A preliminary version of OpenNCC was tested to assess its accuracy in generating steady-state temperature fields for combustion systems at atmospheric conditions using three-dimensional tetrahedral meshes. Meshes were generated from a CAD model of a single-element lean-direct injection combustor, and the latest version of OpenNCC was used to calculate combustor temperature fields. OpenNCC was shown to be capable of generating sustainable reacting flames using a tetrahedral mesh, and the subsequent results were compared to experimental results. While nonreacting flow results closely matched experimental results, a significant discrepancy was present between the code’s reacting flow results and experimental results. When wide air circulation regions with high velocities were present in the model, this appeared to create inaccurately high temperature fields. Conversely, low recirculation velocities caused low temperature profiles. These observations will aid in future modification of OpenNCC reacting flow input parameters to improve the accuracy of calculated temperature fields.

Nomenclature

\[ m_{\text{in}} \quad \text{Mass flow rate (kg/s) to the inlet} \]
\[ m_{\text{out}} \quad \text{Mass flow rate (kg/s) from the outlet} \]

I. Introduction

The design process for a combustion system is a process of constant changes. In order to meet regulations and design goals, modifications must be made to the dimensions of the combustor, the fuel injector location, the procedure for fuel-air mixing, and/or other characteristics. It is necessary to understand how every design change affects the combustor’s performance and internal characteristics. Therefore, tests must be run on a model of the combustor to quantify air flow patterns, temperature fields, pressure fields, etc. Every time the design is modified, the test model must be remanufactured. Rebuilding the model and rerunning tests is lengthy and costly. The progress of aircraft is delayed when it takes many years for a new combustor design to come into use.

A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)-based code is being developed to combat this problem. Open National Combustion Code (OpenNCC) is an open-source version of the National Combustion Code. It uses computational fluid dynamics to calculate physio-chemical phenomena occurring at specified points throughout a virtual model. It is a particularly attractive tool for combustor design. A CAD model of a combustion system is used to generate a mesh. This three-dimensional array of points can be easily changed on a computer to reflect combustor design changes. OpenNCC is run on the mesh to calculate internal characteristics of the combustor. OpenNCC is still in its intermediate stages. Ideally, the code would be able to output the temperature, pressure, velocity, and other fields that would occur in an actual combustor identical in design to the virtual model. It must be able to output accurate fields over a wide range of possible operating temperature, pressures, and inlet velocities.

OpenNCC’s ability to generate accurate temperature fields at atmospheric conditions remains to be improved. Past efforts to generate accurate temperature fields at these conditions resulted in code outputs
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Therefore, it was proposed to create meshes composed of tetrahedral elements and assess OpenNCC’s ability to produce accurate temperature fields with these meshes. There are automatic generation algorithms for tetrahedral meshes, and therefore, they can be produced more quickly than other types of meshes (Ref. 2). If they were capable of generating more accurate temperature fields at atmospheric conditions, they would also reduce the mesh-preparation time necessary to run OpenNCC.

Meshes were generated based on a CAD model of a single-element lean-direct injection combustor with a simplified burn chamber. This type of combustor directs all the incoming air from the compressor into the combustor inlet, uses a swirler to create turbulence, and positions the fuel injector directly after the air swirler. It is lean burning and runs at high temperatures. This design is currently undergoing testing as a low-NOx-emitting combustor.

It is particularly important to improve OpenNCC’s temperature field accuracy over a wide range of conditions because calculation of NOx emissions throughout the model is dependent on temperature. If temperatures are not accurately calculated, NOx profiles are also inaccurate. The International Civilian Aviation Organization (ICAO) continues to increase their NOx standards for aircraft, promoting significant decreases in NOx emissions every year (Ref. 3). Therefore, combustor designs require accurate understanding of NOx concentrations, and any successful combustion code must address this need.

II. Tetrahedral Mesh Generation

A CAD-generated three-dimensional model of the combustor system was formatted as a facet (.fac) file and imported into CUBIT (Ref. 4). Various tetrahedral meshes were generated, all containing between 0.8 and 1.8 million nodes. In areas where high gradient levels were expected—i.e., around the swirler and in the combustor flame region—it was necessary to place a higher density of nodes. Two types of refinement were used: refinement about an edge (Fig. 1) and blocked refinement (Fig. 2) where three regions of different node density were present.

The quality of the tetrahedral elements was optimized for every mesh. The scaled Jacobian was used to measure element distortion, and elements were smoothed until the scaled Jacobian for all elements was greater than 0.27. Maximizing the uniformity of all tetrahedrons in the mesh was also necessary to speed up CFD computation time. The dihedral angle of mesh elements was optimized to 24° to 139°, a range deemed close enough to the equilateral angle of 70.5° to allow adequate ease of computation for the solver.

The mesh with blocked refinement and 1.5 million nodes was deemed the most satisfactory (Fig. 2). Its dihedral angles were the closest to equilateral, and it contained high node density in precise regions of interest. About half of all nonreacting and reacting flow tests were performed with this mesh.

However, as detailed in Section IV, reacting flow was not successful with this initial blocked mesh. Additional hanging node mesh refinement (Ref. 5) was conducted on the original blocked mesh (Fig. 3). This produced a mesh with a higher concentration of points in the area of fuel injection to pick up on constantly fluctuating physio-chemical characteristics in the area.
Once a satisfactory mesh was produced, nonreactive flow tests, or cold flow tests, were run on the mesh. For this test, OpenNCC would run CFD calculations at each point throughout the mesh, running under the scenario that nothing is burning—only air is flowing through the combustion system. Nonreacting flow tests establish steady state air flow patterns inside the model, which are necessary to have in place before a fuel-burning scenario can be run. Nonreacting flow tests would output velocity, pressure, temperature, and other physical parameter fields for the air in the model. Tests were run for at least 360,000 time iterations, until the mass flow imbalance for the gas phase (air) was close to zero. A mass flow imbalance \( \frac{m_{\text{in}} - m_{\text{out}}}{m_{\text{in}}} \) was less than \( \pm 0.01 \) was used as the criteria for a sufficiently complete test. Conditions for all tests were 294 K, 1 atm, and inlet velocity of 20.14 m/s.

### A. Nonreacting Flow Results: Initial Blocked Mesh

The best results were obtained from a cold flow run with 4.3 million time iterations—computing time in wall time of about 72 hr. The final mass flow imbalance was –0.003. Gaseous flow parameters calculated were x-, y-, z-axis velocities, Mach number, pressure, temperature, turbulent kinetic energy, density, and enthalpy. To verify the accuracy of the air flow patterns, CFD-computed velocity along the x-axis (flowing from inlet to outlet) was compared with experimental results. These experimental results were obtained from a combustion rig test facility at the University of Cincinnati. The axial velocity field calculated by OpenNCC strongly corresponded with experimental results, although the area of air recirculation (where the velocity becomes negative) is much smaller in the CFD results, and contains higher velocities.

Experimental data for nonreacting flow in lean direct injection combustors was not available for other parameters. However, the fact that axial velocity matched closely with experimental data was deemed significant proof that the overall air flow patterns were being correctly calculated by OpenNCC. For further verification, the following rough accuracy assessment of the other parameters was also used.

1. Velocity perpendicular to axial velocity should show circular flow due to the swirler
2. A low pressure area is expected in the region of recirculation visible on plots of axial velocity
3. A low density area is expected in the recirculation region
4. The lowest temperature should occur in the narrow channel after the swirler, with temperatures increasing as the air is allowed to expand

These characteristics were true for cold flow results from the initial blocked mesh.

Figure 3.—Additional mesh refinement of blocked mesh.

III. Nonreacting Flow Tests

Once a satisfactory mesh was produced, nonreactive flow tests, or cold flow tests, were run on the mesh. For this test, OpenNCC would run CFD calculations at each point throughout the mesh, running under the scenario that nothing is burning—only air is flowing through the combustion system. Nonreacting flow tests establish steady state air flow patterns inside the model, which are necessary to have in place before a fuel-burning scenario can be run. Nonreacting flow tests would output velocity, pressure, temperature, and other physical parameter fields for the air in the model. Tests were run for at least 360,000 time iterations, until the mass flow imbalance for the gas phase (air) was close to zero. A mass flow imbalance \( \frac{m_{\text{in}} - m_{\text{out}}}{m_{\text{in}}} \) was less than \( \pm 0.01 \) was used as the criteria for a sufficiently complete test. Conditions for all tests were 294 K, 1 atm, and inlet velocity of 20.14 m/s.

### A. Nonreacting Flow Results: Initial Blocked Mesh

The best results were obtained from a cold flow run with 4.3 million time iterations—computing time in wall time of about 72 hr. The final mass flow imbalance was –0.003. Gaseous flow parameters calculated were x-, y-, z-axis velocities, Mach number, pressure, temperature, turbulent kinetic energy, density, and enthalpy. To verify the accuracy of the air flow patterns, CFD-computed velocity along the x-axis (flowing from inlet to outlet) was compared with experimental results. These experimental results were obtained from a combustion rig test facility at the University of Cincinnati. The axial velocity field calculated by OpenNCC strongly corresponded with experimental results, although the area of air recirculation (where the velocity becomes negative) is much smaller in the CFD results, and contains higher velocities.

Experimental data for nonreacting flow in lean direct injection combustors was not available for other parameters. However, the fact that axial velocity matched closely with experimental data was deemed significant proof that the overall air flow patterns were being correctly calculated by OpenNCC. For further verification, the following rough accuracy assessment of the other parameters was also used.

1. Velocity perpendicular to axial velocity should show circular flow due to the swirler
2. A low pressure area is expected in the region of recirculation visible on plots of axial velocity
3. A low density area is expected in the recirculation region
4. The lowest temperature should occur in the narrow channel after the swirler, with temperatures increasing as the air is allowed to expand

These characteristics were true for cold flow results from the initial blocked mesh.
B. Nonreacting Flow Results: Refined Blocked Mesh

After refining the original blocked mesh, nonreacting flow results were interpolated from the original blocked mesh to fit the new mesh. All reacting flow tests conducted used this cold flow interpolation. However, nonreacting flow tests were later conducted using the refined mesh to see if the refinement improved OpenNCC’s ability to generate accurate nonreacting flow characteristics. Axial velocity results were compared with experimental results. It was found that the code produced more accurate nonreacting flow results after the mesh was refined, as shown in Figures 4 to 6.

IV. Spray Flow Tests

Once satisfactory air flow patterns had been established in the virtual model, reacting flow tests, or spray flow tests were initiated. The goal of a reacting flow test is to create a steady-state, sustainable scenario where the rate of fuel injection essentially equals the fuel burn rate, and a flame is being sustained via the recirculation of hot fuel particles. Reacting flow tests rely heavily on the user to input many parameters that affect the virtual ignition scenario that is performed by OpenNCC. In a series of input files, the user specifies the location of a fuel injector, the spray cone angle, Sauter-Mean diameter of the fuel particles, the rate of fuel particle injection, inlet air velocity, and many other parameters. Changing even one of these parameters will affect the likelihood that injected fuel particles will vaporize, burn, and establish a self-sustaining combustion region.

All reacting flow tests were conducted with the temperature and pressure variables at 294.4 K and 1 atm, respectively. Inlet velocity was set to 20.14 m/s. The specified fuel injection location was 0.1 mm downstream of the injector tip. Sauter-Mean diameter was 50 \( \mu \text{m} \). To initialize fuel vaporization and ignition, heating was applied for a specific number of time iterations in a specified region of the model. Via a “sparkplug” variable, the user would specify the location, temperature, and duration of the heat.

A. Reacting Flow With Initial Blocked Mesh

Reacting flow was first conducted on the initial blocked mesh. However, obtaining a stable flame was difficult. After simulated sparkplug ignition, a flame would last for about 34,000 time iterations before blowing out. It was likely that there were not enough computational points to capture the rapidly changing temperature and velocity gradients occurring in the burn region.
B. Reacting Flow With Refined Blocked Mesh

To improve the code's ability to generate a sustainable flame, the density of points near the fuel injector was increased. With more points to pick up temperature changes in the fuel vaporization/burn region, it was more likely that the code would be able to output accurate combustion results. The initial heating element was set to 1800 °F for 20,000 time iterations in a 20 mm-diameter cylinder, heating from 4 to 40 mm downstream of the fuel injector tip. Initial fuel cone angle was set to 60°. Once the flame had self-sustained for more than 35,000 time iterations, the cone angle was gradually set to 90°, with a half-cone angle of 40°.

V. Results and Discussion

It was found that when OpenNCC is run on tetrahedral meshes, it is capable of generating extremely accurate nonreacting flow results, and a semisustainable flame in reacting flow cases. It remains to be seen if tetrahedral meshes can aid in the generation of accurate temperature fields under these conditions. However, it is likely that further changes in the input parameters for reacting flow cases will enable OpenNCC to produce temperature fields that closely mirror experimental results. Because tetrahedral meshes can be quickly created from CAD models, they provide an attractive tool for use with OpenNCC.

VI. Conclusion

A preliminary version of OpenNCC was tested to assess its accuracy in generating steady-state temperature fields for combustion systems at atmospheric conditions using three-dimensional tetrahedral meshes. Meshes were generated from a CAD model of a single-element lean-direct injection combustor, and the latest version of OpenNCC was used to calculate combustor temperature fields. OpenNCC was shown to be capable of generating sustainable reacting flames using a tetrahedral mesh, and the subsequent results were compared to experimental results. While nonreacting flow results closely matched experimental results, a significant discrepancy was present between the code’s reacting flow results and experimental results. When wide air circulation regions with high velocities were present in the model, this appeared to create inaccurately high temperature fields. Conversely, low recirculation velocities caused low temperature profiles. In the future, these observations will allow for more educated modification of reacting flow input parameters that can improve the ability of OpenNCC in producing temperature fields that closely mirror experimental results.
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